Clean Hands – More Sex

The lights are dim, the wine bottle drained, the candles flicker, pulses and passions race, loins burn. You can’t control what comes next. A sleepless night of action in the embrace of . . . a toilet bowl.

Somebody didn’t wash their hands. Somebody came into contact with some sick people during the day, shook their hands, used their pens, shared their germs. Somebody could have had a sweaty evening of skyrockets and passion, but somebody didn’t wash their hands during the day, infecting themselves with those other people’s germs. Instead of hugging their beloved, somebody’s hugging porcelain.

Right next door to that sexually frustrated couple are 2 people who also worked with sick people all day long, but who washed their hands or used an alcohol hand sanitizer regularly. They are sleeping blissfully in the afterglow of the evening’s romp.

People who wash their hands live healthier. All things being equal, hand washers have more sex than sneezing, coughing, vomiting non-washers.

Clean hands . . . more sex.